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Using a slightly dierent discretization scheme in time and adapting the approach
in Nochetto et al   for analysing the time discretization error in the back
ward Euler method	 we improve on the error bounds derived in i Barrett and
Blowey  and ii Barrett and Blowey c for a fully practical piece
wise linear 
nite element approximation of a model for phase separation of a
multicomponent alloy with a concentration dependent mobility matrix and i
a logarithmic free energy	 and ii a nonsmooth free energy the deep quench
limit respectively Moreover	 the improved error bound in the deep quench
limit is optimal Numerical experiments with three components illustrating the
above error bounds are also presented
February  
finite element approximation of multicomponent phase separation
   Introduction
fsecg
In Barrett and Blowey 	
 we proved a suboptimal error bound for a fully
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where  is a bounded domain in R
d
	d  with a Lipschitz boundary  and  is
normal to 






is the fractional concentration of the n
th
component
of the alloy and so we make the following assumptions on the initial data
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  u
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  where 	r  ln r  
for n    N  In 	b  the absolute temperature and  the interfacial
parameter are positive constants and A is a constant symmetric N  N matrix
taking into account the interaction between dierent components In 	a the
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The system 	P
 
 models the isothermal phase separation of a multicomponent
ideal mixture with N components when quenched into an unstable state In
Barrett and Blowey 	c we considered the deep quench limit of 	P
 
 that is
the limit    which converges to the free boundary problem
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The existence and uniqueness of solutions to problems 	P
 
 and 	P 	global in
time if d  local in time if d   see Theorems  and  below were proved
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A nite element approximation of 	P was also studied in Barrett and Blowey
	c under the following assumptions on the partitioning
A Let  be convex polyhedral Let T
h
be a quasiuniform partitioning of  into
disjoint open simplices  with h











The corresponding nite element approximation of 	P
 
 was studied in Barrett and
Blowey 	
 under the strengthened assumptions on the partitioning

e
A In addition to the assumptions 	A it is assumed that T
h
is a 	weakly acute
partitioning that is for 	a d   the sum of opposite angles relative to any
side does not exceed  	b d   the angle between any two faces of the
same tetrahedron does not exceed 
Associated with T
h
is the nite element space
S
h
 f  C	   j





























is the set of nodes of T
h
 Throughout 	   denotes the
standard L

inner product over  We now introduce a discrete semiinner product



































 Both of these inner products are naturally extended to vector
and matrix functions For the approximation of 	P we introduce also
Y
h
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For our fully discrete approximations of 	P
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 In this paper we consider the following fully
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In Barrett and Blowey 	
 a slightly dierent nite element approximation
of 	P
 
















































 in 	b replaced by AU
k
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 This was chosen as in 	 below The corresponding
approximation of 	P was studied in Barrett and Blowey 	c
For the schemes in Barrett and Blowey 	
 and Barrett and Blowey 	c we
proved under the assumptions 	D 	
e
A and 	A respectively and with a constant
time step   TK that for all h 








is the largest positive eigenvalue of A 	from physical considerations A must
have at least one positive eigenvalue 	a wellposedness and moreover 	b that
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The notation 
 
 adopted in 	 and throughout is abbreviation for either
with or without the subscript  In addition in the above and throughout










































We remark that the singular nature of the nonlinearity 	 and the concentra
tion dependence of the mobility matrix L make the analysis of the error in the
approximation of 	P
 




The suboptimality of the error bound 	a arises from the analysis of 	a the
use of numerical integration on the logarithmic terms in 	b which leads to a
fully practical scheme and 	b the time discretization error Whereas the sub
optimality of the error bound 	b for the approximation 	P
h
 of 	P arises
solely from the analysis of 	b It is the purpose of this paper to improve on the
time discretization error for the present schemes 	P
h
 
 by achieving the optimal
rate 

 in place of  on the right hand sides of 	ab We remark that a

















fortunately this is not available for 	P
 
 and 	P due to the singular nature of
	 and the variational inequality structure respectively However by adapting
the approach developed by Rulla 	 for analysing the time discretization error
of the backward Euler method with a constant time step applied to subgradient




 without having bounds on these second time derivatives We note that we
are not able to improve on the error bounds 	ab for the schemes in Barrett
and Blowey 	
 and Barrett and Blowey 	c This is due to the replace
ment of 	a by 	 which is the key dierence in these approximations to
the present ones 	P
h
 
 	 has the apparent advantage in that the resulting
nonlinear algebraic system at each time level is equivalent to that which arises from
using a constant mobility matrix This was one of our main reasons for introducing
and analysing such schemes in Barrett and Blowey 	
 and Barrett and Blowey
	c since by adapting the splitting procedure of Lions and Mercier 	 one
can exploit when using a uniform mesh T
h
 the discrete cosine transform for
solving this nonlinear algebraic system see x in Barrett and Blowey 	 for
details Moreover the error bounds 	ab in Barrett and Blowey 	
 and
Barrett and Blowey 	c for nondegenerate concentration dependent mobility
were at the time the best that we could achieve even for constant mobility see Bar
rett and Blowey 	 and Barrett and Blowey 	 respectively Only recently
have we improved these error bounds for constant mobility and a constant time
step  by adapting the technique of Rulla 	 see Barrett and Blowey 	b
and Barrett and Blowey 	d It is possible to extend the analysis in these
papers to the present case of a nondegenerate concentration dependent mobility
matrix However the technique of Rulla 	 has been recently simplied and
improved on in the papers Nochetto et al 	
 and Nochetto et al 	 in that
the analysis there applies with variable time steps and moreover it yields an opti
finite element approximation of multicomponent phase separation
mal a posteriori error bound which can be used to select the time step locally In






 under the assumptions 	D on the data and the mesh assumptions
	
e
A for  
  and 	A for the limiting free boundary problem




 at each time level can be solved just as e ciently as that arising from the
schemes in Barrett and Blowey 	
 and Barrett and Blowey 	c This
can be achieved by naturally extending the iterative algorithm in Barrett et al
	 x x for the scalar case N   to the present multicomponent case Fi
nally we note the following points 	i Barrett and Blowey 	a is the scalar
version N   of Barrett and Blowey 	
 and hence 	P
h
 
 and the subse











 in 	b by AU
k
 
as in Barrett and Blowey 	
 and
Barrett and Blowey 	c then it is a simple matter to adapt the analysis in






 is imposed for  





 for the limit
problem see Remark  below The splitting of A into its convex and concave
parts in 	b and 	
b is motivated by the scheme 	 in Elliott and Stuart
	 for a parabolic reactiondiusion problem





 by regularizing the singular  We then recall some




 and 	P and an error bound for













 and 	P respectively These
are not true semidiscrete nite element approximations for nonconstant mobility













 respectively Hence for nonconstant








 are not computable We prove error





 In the case  
  this is





 and an error
bound for the regularization procedure on 	P
h
 
 Section  is the main section of




 Exploiting the ideas in Nochetto et al 	 we then prove an optimal






 Moreover for the case of
constant mobility this is an optimal a posteriori error bound We note that in the
case of constant mobility we can extend all of our error bounds with no degradation
to the temporal bound to the case d   Finally in section  we report on some
numerical experiments in the case N   illustrating these error bounds
We note that in this paper we consider only the case of a nondegenerate mo
bility matrix L that is L
min
	 in 	b satises the assumption in 	D above
Introducing the Gibbs simplex Q
N
 f  M	    g Elliott and Garcke
	 have proved existence of a solution to 	P
 
 and its deep quench limit 	P for
the physically interesting case of mobility matrices L which degenerate in the pure
phases that is L
min
	 in 	b satises L
min
	 
  for all  lying in the interior
c
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  for all n and L
min




  for some n Such a degenerate L leads to a number of mathematical di 
culties in particular uniqueness results for 	P
 
 and 	P have not been established
in this case
Notation and Auxiliary Results
We adopt the standard notation for Sobolev spaces denoting the norm of
W
mp
	 	m  N  p    	 by k  k
mp
and the seminorm by j  j
mp
 We







 For p  W
m
	 will be denoted
by H
m
	 with the associated norm and seminorm written as respectively k  k
m
and j  j
m
 For later purposes we recall the following wellknown Sobolev interpola
tion results eg see Adams and Fournier 	 Let p    	 m and assume
that v  W
mp
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extended to vector functions in the standard way
Below we recall some wellknown or easily derived results concerning S
h
 The
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Throughout C denotes a generic constant independent of the mesh parameter h
the time step  and the regularization parameter  see the next section In ad
dition C	a

       a
I






 such that C	a





 C for i   I
Below we recall the following inverse Laplacian operators introduced in Barrett
and Blowey 	

	a G  F  V is such that










 hv  i  

and V  fv  H

	  	v    g





F  fv  v
n
 F   n   N  and v  M	 aeg 	 feqbvFg
and
V  fv  v
n
 V  n   N  and v M	 aeg 	 feqbvVg
	c Given q  Q  f  
n
measurable on  n    N  and   M	 aeg
then the anisotropic analogue of 	b G
q
 F  V  is dened by
	L	qrG
q
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 feqPoing
the wellposedness of G and G follows In addition on noting 	 and 	ab we















 Noting 	 one can de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We note also for future reference that 	 	 	 and a Young#s in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Clearly anisotropic analogues of 	ab hold for example it follows from 	b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The rst inequality on the left is just an inverse inequality on noting 	 and




 The second follows from the rst and 	b The third and
fourth follow from 	 	 and 	 see 	 and 	 in Barrett and
Blowey 	

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see Barrett and Blowey 	
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see Barrett and Blowey 	
 p  for details It follows from 	 	
	a 	 	a 	
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For ae t  	  T  let q	t Q and v	t  L
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where   r	r  d	r      


 The rst inequality in 	 follows from
	 	 and 	a see Barrett and Blowey 	
 	 for details The
second and third inequalities follow from 	 	 	a 	a and 	

















































  The Continuous Problems and Regularization
fsecg
 LOGARITHMIC FREE ENERGY
To prove 	a and its improved version we introduce a regularization of 	P
 

as in Barrett and Blowey 	
 We regularize  by introducing the continuously
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  ln r r
ln     	r r 
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 fphieg
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for any   	   This has the following properties
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It is a simple matter see Barrett and Blowey 	 p to show that $
 
is
bounded below for  
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A solution of 	P
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	
 follows from choosing     for all   H

	 in 	ab and noting 	b
and 	a 	ab follow from choosing   e
n










 	c follows from 	a and 	
a It
follows from 	a 	
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Therefore 	P
 
 can be rewritten as
Find u
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	  t  H
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	 such that u
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	    u
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	 be dened by replacing 
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 by 	 in the denition of $
 
	 Clearly
a solution of the corresponding weak formulation of 	P
 
 satises the analogues of
	
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tion of 	P
 
 can then be rewritten as
Find u
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  H

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 such that u
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 for any T 
  if d  or the mobility matrix L is constant and for some
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  if d   and L is non
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Proof See Theorem  and Corollary  in Barrett and Blowey 	

Let
K  f H

	  	x for ae x   g 
K
m
 f K 
R




and 	x M	 for ae x   g
fthePePg









 for any T 
  if d  or L is constant and for some
T 
  if d   and L is non














































Moreover we have for all   	  
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feqg
Proof See Theorem  in Barrett and Blowey 	

 THE DEEP QUENCH LIMIT
Similarly to 	 and 	 see Barrett and Blowey 	c x for details the
weak formulation of 	P can be rewritten as




	 such that u	    u
 
	 and for
ae t  	  T 













Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 hold Then there exists a unique solution
fu   	 wg to P	 on 
T
 for any T 
  if d  or L is constant and for some
T 
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 it follows from 	




















































































see Barrett and Blowey 	 	 	c and bounding the remaining terms on
the righthandside of 	 using 	a 	 and 	 as in the uniqueness
proof for 	P see Barrett and Blowey 	c 	
  Finite Element Approximations
fsecg
 LOGARITHMIC FREE ENERGY
Throughout this subsection we assume that the assumptions 	
e
A hold Adopt
ing the notation throughout that 
 
 is an abbreviation for either with or
without the subscript  we introduce the following semidiscrete nite ele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 feqPebhg
This is not a true semidiscrete nite element approximation for nonconstant mo
bility since for technical reasons see Remark  below the mobility matrix is
frozen that is we have L	u
 
 in place of L	u
h
 
 Hence for nonconstant
mobility the problems 	P
h
 
 are not computable































Under the same assumptions it follows from 	 	 and 	
 with m  































and in addition from 	
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A solution of 	P
h
 
 satises the analogues of 	
 and 	 that is for ae
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 It follows from 	a 	b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  in the unregularized case see Cialvaldini 	 and Nochetto 	 x
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Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and 
e










g and for all h  h
 
such that b	 holds there











for any T 
  if d 
or the mobility matrix L is constant and for some T 
  if d   and L is non
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  C	T  	feqhg
Proof The existence of a solution to 	P
h
 







g is a simple analogue of that for 	P
 
 see Theorem  in Barrett and
Blowey 	
 see also Lemma  in Barrett and Blowey 	 for the case of
constant L




 is simpler than that of 	P
 





















are solutions to 	P
h
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Applying 	 	 on noting 	ab and a Gronwall inequality to 	




The bounds 	 for u
h
 
follow in a similar fashion to their analogues for u
 

see 	b However once again due to the frozen mobility matrix their proof
is simpler than that of 	b see Corollary  in Barrett and Blowey 	



















































































It follows from 	 	 	b 	














  C 	 fidatag
see Barrett and Blowey 	b 	 for details Applying 	 	 on
noting 	ab and a Gronwall inequality to 	 yields on noting 	 the













 with the corresponding bounds 	a
and 	 follow by letting   in 	P
h
 





 see Theorem  in Barrett and Blowey 	
 Uniqueness of
this solution follows as for 	P
h
 
 Finally we need to prove the error bound 	
This is a semidiscrete analogue of the result 	 which is proved in Theorem
 in Barrett and Blowey 	
 This proof is easily adapted to prove 	 on
c
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Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and 
e
A	 hold Then for all   	  


and for all h  h
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if d   and L is constant
	feqEBg














































C	T h if d   and L is constant
	
feqEBnoregg





























































































































   Y
h
 	fdmerrg





and noting 	 	b 	a 	 	ab
	b 	
 	a 	 	 and a Young#s inequality yields for ae t 






























































































































































































































































































































We now bound the terms on the right hand side of 	 From Barrett and
Blowey 	





























































































































































































where     


 The desired result 	 for d  then follows from applying a
Gronwall inequality to 	 and noting 	ab 	a 	 	 	
	 	a 	 and 	a
For the case d   we do not have the bounds 	 and 	 but only inferior
ones see Barrett and Blowey 	 	 These then lead to the inferior
bound in 	
Finally the bounds 	
 follow immediately from 	 	 and 	 on











if d   and   Ch 

if d   and L is constant
c
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 in a	 that is considered the
natural semidiscrete nite element approximation then this would lead to a number






bound 	 would not follow immediately since the present proofs use for example
the bound 	 which exploits the H

	 bound on u
 
 a	 and b	
 THE DEEP QUENCH LIMIT
Similarly to 	 and 	 the corresponding semidiscrete nite element approx































































Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and A	 hold Then for all h  h
 
such














  if d  or the mobility matrix L is constant and for some T 
  if d  
and L is non
constant Moreover u
h



























































  C	T  	feqregPhg
Furthermore the unique solutions u and u
h




























Proof One could prove existence of a solution to 	P
h
 and the corresponding















and then passing to the limit    in 	P
h
 
 This would be an analogue of the
existence proof for 	P see Theorem  in Barrett and Blowey 	c However
this approach would require the more restrictive assumptions 	
e
A on the mesh An
alternative approach is to discretize 	P
h
 in time the analogue of 	P
h
 with a
frozen L prove existence and a priori bounds for this fully discrete scheme a
simple adaption of Lemma  in Barrett and Blowey 	c see also Theorem
 below and then pass to the limit    to prove the existence of a solution to
	P
h
 and the corresponding bounds 	 which are the analogues of 	a and
	




 follows as for 	P
h
 
 see 	 Note
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in 	 and rearranging yields similarly to 	 for ae


















































































































 On noting the bounds 	ab and 	 the
remainder of the proof of 	 follows the techniques used in 	 and 	
	  Fully Discrete Approximations
fsecg
 LOGARITHMIC FREE ENERGY
We now consider the fully discrete approximation 	P
h
 






 satises the analogues of 	


















































  	 feqcmeehhg
	ab follow by choosing     for all   S
h
in 	ab and noting 	a
and 	a 	ab follow by choosing   e
n
in 	ab It follows from 	b












































 can be rewritten as
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Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and 
e
A	 hold Then for all h h
 
 such



























































































































  C 	 feqstabg



















































with   U
k
 






prove existence of U
k
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     S
h
 	feqPehdteg
Existence and uniqueness of U
k
 
follows by noting that 	 is the EulerLagrange
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On noting 	 	 and our assumptions on U
k
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   C 	 fFDstabg




















   C 	 fHUtekg









 in 	 we have on noting 	
 	b










































































Choosing   U
k
 























































































































From 	a for U
k
 
and the monotonicity of 

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Hence combining 	 	




















































It follows from 	 	 and 	 for U
k
 

























































 Therefore we may pass to the limit 

  in 	 to prove
existence of a solution to 	 at time level t
k











g to 	ab at time level t
k






 replaced by 	U
k
 
 it follows that 	 holds for U
k
 









 Hence we have the required bounds on U
k
 
for the above induction
process Finally summing these analogues of 	 and 	 and noting 	
and 	b yields the desired bounds in 	






















   S
h
 	feqPehdtcwg




















Therefore it follows from 	 	 	
 	b 	
 and the assumptions 	D
on u
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Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and 
e
A	 hold Let d  or d   with L
constant Then for all h h
 











































































































































































































 k It follows from 	b 	 	a and




























































if k  
	 feqcordg






in 	a and combining with 	 and noting 	





























































if k  
	 feqcordg
It follows from 	 on noting 	 a Young#s inequality 	b 	 	a





















































































































































































j if k  
	b fdcasesg
Similarly to Barrett and Blowey 	
 	 and 	 we have from 	a










































































where    for d   and for any  
  for d   For L constant the above term
is zero and the argument below simplies considerably We set v
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It follows from 	ab 	 and 	b that v


































































  C k   K 	feqcorddg
For d   ie  























From summing 	 and noting 	 and that v


















































  C k   K 	feqcordfg
provided  













Hence the third bound in 	 follows from 	 	 and 	 The rst two
bounds and the fth and sixth in 	 follow from summing 	ab and noting
	
 the third bound in 	 	 	b 	 and 	 The fourth and
seventh bounds in 	 follow from the third and sixth respectively on noting
	
ftimestepg




 C in Theorem  above arises












 in b	 by AU
k
 
as in Barrett and Blowey 	 then






 throughout to guarantee the uniqueness of U
k
 
 A similar com

ment applies in the deep quench limit
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 THE DEEP QUENCH LIMIT






















































































k   K 	 feqWhdtg
















   S
h
 	 fJhg













Theorem  Let the assumptions D	 and A	 hold Then for all h h
 
 such
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Proof Existence and uniqueness of U
k
follows by noting that 	 is the Euler



















































follows from standard optimization
theory
Choosing   U
k
in 	 yields the analogues 	subscripts   removed of





 The latter yields the rst bound in
	
 Summing the former and noting 	 and 	b then yields the second
third and fourth bounds in 	




























M	 it follows that







































 in 	 and noting 	
	 	b 	 the rst bound in 	




































Combining 	 	 and the fourth bound in 	
 yields the fth bound in
	























































































The sixth bound in 	
 then follows from 	 and the fourth and fth bounds
in 	

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   S
h
 	feqPehdtcwdqg



























































if k  
	 feqcorddqg





a and combining with 	 and noting 	


















































if k  
	 feqcorddqg
































in 	 The bounds on the Lagrange multipliers in 	 fol
low from 	 	 and the fth bound in 	
 ERROR ANALYSIS
We now adapt the framework in Nochetto et al 	 for analysing the discretiza













  k   K 	
 feqmulaptg
It follows from 	 and 	




























































for all   R
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   V
h
 	feqPehdtg
Noting 	b existence and uniqueness of U

 


































































































































































































For ae t  	  T  we have that
R
 
    E
 


















  k   K 	bfEDg
Moreover under the assumptions of Theorem  if  
  with 
e
A	 replaced by
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Proof The rst inequality in 	 for  
  follows from the    limit of
	 on noting 	 The deep quench limit 	   of 	 follows from the






in 	 and   U
k







noting 	 and the convexity of J
h
 
yields the second inequality in 	






The rst inequality in 	 follows from 	 We now prove the second






























































































































































































































Finally it follows from 	a 	 	 	 	 	 	 	b




























































  C 	 fSumDg
Combining 	
 and 	 yields the desired result 	
fNSVlemg
Lemma  Let the assumptions of Theorem  hold if  
  with 
e
A	 replaced
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 such that U
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	 and for ae t  	  T 
	U
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     S
h
 	feqPehdtdg
Similarly 	 can be restated as











































Choosing   E
 
in the nonregularized version of 	   U in 	 and

























































Similarly on choosing   E

 
in 	 and   u
h































































analogue of 	 yields the desired
result 	
For an a posteriori error bound it is important to be as precise as possible about




Lemma  Let a  b  c  	  T     	 be measurable functions with a

being









 ca  for ae t  	  T   	fNSV
ag
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Proof See Lemma  in Nochetto et al 	
fLconstlemg
Theorem  Let the assumptions and notation of Lemma  hold If the mo















































































  C	T  

 	bfLconstbg























































































































Combining 	 and 	


































It follows from 	 Lemma  with    and 	





















































































Hence the desired result 	a follows on combining 	 and 	
Similarly to 	
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Combining 	 and 	 noting 	a 	









































Hence the desired result 	b follows on combining 	 	a and 	
fadaptiveg
Remark  Unfortunately to be of physical interest the interfacial parameter 
in P
 
	 has to be small This in turn leads to a large  in the a posteriori
bounds ab	 The exponential growth in a	 is to be expected at least early
in the evolution For example P	 with constant L reduces to a linear problem up
to the time T

 when a component of u hits the zero	 obstacle for the rst time
As can be seen from this linear system see Barrett and Blowey  x	 the
predicted growth in a	 is correct The fact that this growth in P	 is pessimistic
beyond T

is not reected in the analysis above and is dicult to incorporate with
the variational inequality structure of P	 or the singular nature of  in P
 
	 We
will report with numerical experiments elsewhere on the a posteriori nature of the
bounds ab	 For the present paper we will just exploit that these bounds are
of optimal order for a priori error bounds
We now generalise Theorem  above to concentration dependent L without
being precise about the C	T  term
fLnoconstlemg
Theorem  Let the assumptions and notation of Lemma  hold Let d 



































































if   
	fLnoconstg
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Combining 	 	 and 	 noting 	 	b 	a 	 	
	a 	 and applying a Gronwall inequality yields the rst inequality in
	 The second follows from 	 	
 and 	
Finally we have our main result
fthng
Theorem 	 Let the assumptions D	 and 
e
A	 if  
  A	 if   	 Let d 
or d   with L constant Then for all h h
 



































































































Proof The desired result 	 follows from combining 	
 	ab and 	
The desired result 	 which is optimal follows from combining 	 	ab
and 	
  Numerical Experiments
fsecg
We repeated the numerical experiment in Barrett and Blowey 	
 except that
we chose dierent initial data u
 
 We took d     	     





















































 We note that 
Amax
  and
	ab is satised with L
max





 see Barrett and Blowey 	

As no exact solution to 	P
 




 on a coarse uniform mesh U
 
 with that on a ne uniform mesh u
 
 was












 and h 

J
 where J  
p
  	p        
 Finally
T was taken to be K   where K was the largest integer such that K  
The data for the ne mesh were the same except that J  

  and  was





 which was also an integer multiple of the
corresponding time step on the coarse mesh We chose the same stopping criterion
c
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for the iterative method a multicomponent version of that in Barrett et al 	
x x as in Barrett and Blowey 	



















was constructed as follows u
 

was the clamped 	complete cubic spline taking


















g at the equally spaced points
i









	 x and u
 
































   for     

 Hence the assumption 	D holds In addition for





satised 	b This choice























n   
and obtained the following table of values to three signicant gures












We see that the ratio of consecutive kk

are approximately   and  which
are close to 


  the rate of convergence proved in Theorem  for the above
choice of  
Finally we repeated the above experiment in the deep quench limit We chose
precisely the same data as above except  


h We obtained the following table
of values for kk













The ratios of consecutive kk

are approximately 
  and  which are close
to 

  the rate of convergence proved in Theorem  for the above choice of  
It should be noted that the evolution in the deep quench limit is signicantly faster
than that for 	P
 
 with    Hence for the same choice of mesh parameters the
errors for 	P
h
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